
ICI Parix XL 
Beauty & Brains 
X-Mas Quiz
By L’Oreal Luxe

Corporate training event 300 guests Utrecht Xmas 2015

CASE



In cooperation with ICI Paris XL, L’Oréal Luxe 

organises a large Christmas event for Beauty 

Advisers of the Dutch ICI Paris XL shops every 

year. 

Training sessions on brands and products that are important for the shops 
over the Christmas season are held every year.

BE Agency was asked to work out a creative concept that would elevate 
the training sessions during the event to a higher level. An interactive game 
element was added to the training sessions based on the assumption 
that the Beauty Advisers would better remember the information and so 
therefore generate higher sales over the Christmas season. The ICI Paris XL 
Beauty & Brains Xmas Quiz by L’Oréal Luxe was born! 

BE Agency devised the entire quiz in close cooperation with L’Oréal Luxe, 
both in terms of content and look. 300 Beauty Advisers took part in the 
quiz in TivoliVredenburg’s Hertz Hall in Utrecht using keypads. Each training 
session was followed by quiz questions. 

The names of the winners were projected onto a screen after each round. 
After three rounds, numbers 1-5 were called up on stage to receive their 
prizes. Chris Zegers, the host, made a grand show of it all and the evening 
was a great success! 



BE AGENCY’S ROLE

Working out a proposal: a creative event concept 

On-site support from start to finish 

Coordination and production of the quiz 
(technology + content) 

‘It was a brilliant move to get Chris to 

host the evening. What an incredibly 

nice man he is! Management and the 

beauty advisers were very pleased. 

We can look back on a smashing 

evening!”

– L’Oréal Luxe 



Mitsubishi 
Motors goes 
to Valencia!

Dealer incentive trip 150 guests Valencia 7 - 9 april 2017

CASE 2



Having made a huge effort 

to achieve last year’s targets, 

Mitsubishi Motors thought a special 

reward for all its Dutch dealers was 

in order.

Mitsubishi Motors did not want to leave anything to chance and therefore 
asked BE Agency to come up with a total concept for an incentive trip for all 
its Dutch dealers and their partners. 

Mitsubishi Motors had everyone flown into Valencia on Friday. BE Agency 
put together a team to ensure that everyone could enjoy the weekend and, 
most importantly, that everyone had a lovely and memorable weekend 
together.

BE Agency came up with a richly varied programme for Mitsubishi Motors. 
The first evening, the guests were taken by bus from the friendly Ayre 
Hotel Astoria Palace in downtown Valencia to restaurant Submarino. This 
underwater restaurant is located in the Oceanografic Valencia, the largest 
aquarium in Europe. The bottom floor of the restaurant is surrounded by a 
sensational aquarium. After dinner, the guests were treated to performances 
by Pleun Bierbooms (winner of the Voice of Holland), DJ Mavis Acquah and 
saxophone player/DJ Susanne Alt.

The guests were free on the Saturday morning to explore the city on their 
own. Lunch was held in restaurant Blue Marina in the harbour. Long tables 
were set for the guests outside on the terrace overlooking the water. After 
lunch, as part of guided tours, the guests were given the opportunity to use 
various modes of transport, such as cycling, walking or going by Vespa or 
Segway. The tours ended at restaurant Orio, where the guests were served 
tasty pintxos and tapas.  



Be Agency’s Role

The Programme

Working out several proposals; our remit was to find a sunny destination. 

6 april:

7 april:

8 april:

Flights from Eindhoven and Amsterdam
Dinner & Party at restaurant Submarino

Morning spent at your leisure
Lunch at restaurant Blue Marina
Activities in town
Dinner at restaurant Orio

Flight back

Transport (plane tickets + local transport) + hotel + activities + decoration & styling + 
entertainment + production + technology + budget management + providing support 
from start to finish

The complete organisation of the trip: 

“This was the second time we worked with BE 

Agency. After a good start working together 

with BE Agency last year with a great weekend 

in Dublin, we asked them to arrange another 

weekend this year, but this time somewhere in 

the sun: Valencia. BE Agency’s preparations went 

like clockwork. We wevre reminded in good time 

about materials that needed to be submitted and 

everyone’s needs and requirements were taken 

into account. And most importantly, working with 

BE Agency was a really smooth and pleasant 

experience. The weekend itself was organised 

meticulously. All our guests were extremely 

enthusiastic. They felt they could ask anything and 

really felt pampered. BE Agency takes things off 

your hands.”

-  Mitsubishi Motors Management Team



Swatch’s 
#YOURMOVE 
Campaign

Brand activation > 2,000 participants Amsterdam Airport Schiphol July 2017
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Wear a skin and make #YOURMOVE! For the 

introduction of the new Swatch SKIN, an elegant 

collection of 11 watches, passengers were given 

the opportunity to visit the activation stand in 

Schiphol’s Lounge 1 throughout July. 

A fantastic collaboration between BE Agency and Promotion Partners 
and Swatch and Gassan, using BE Agency’s network to find the right stand 
designer.

The harmonious dial, the ultra-thin case and the unique weight are all 
reflected in the design of the brand experience and the materials used. 
Promotion Partners’ promoters are the summery face of Swatch. They 
demonstrate the collection and enthusiastically invite passengers to take 
part in the Swatch #YOURMOVE GIF activation event organised by BE 
Agency.

Passengers are challenged to show their moves in front of the GIF booth in 
the stand. On the printed photo is a unique code the passengers can then 
key into a tablet in the Swatch shop just 25 metres away, giving them the 
chance of winning a Swatch SKIN watch or a great little giveaway. The GIF 
is also emailed directly to the passengers so that it can be shared on social 
media. As an incentive, a Swatch SKIN watch is raffled off among the GIFs 
shared online.

A successful campaign, which not only generates a lot of visibility, but also 
attracts many new visitors to the shop!



BE AGENCY’S ROLE

Working out a proposal: a creative activation concept 

Coordination and support from start to finish  

Using its network to organise the brand activation event: 
stand builder, photo marketing, in-house staffing: promoters 


